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**This guide contains affiliate links, which means that if you click an 
affiliate link and make a purchase, I may receive a small commission. 
There is no extra cost to you for this. I appreciate your support! 

PLATFORM AND HOST 

Wordpress (dot org) - Wordpress (dot org, not dot com) is my 
platform of choice. There’s a bit of a learning curve, but 
nothing is as customizable. 

Squarespace - Squarespace isn’t quite as customizable as 
Wordpress, but the drag and drop builder is so easy to use, and 
every feature is built in. 

Siteground - If you’re using Wordpress, you need a host, and 
Siteground has the best customer service around. 

EMAIL SERVICE PROVIDERS 

ConvertKit - ConvertKit is a fantastic email tool for 
professional bloggers. It makes sequences for things like email 
courses or funnels extremely easy, and its automations are 
fabulous. 

MailChimp - If you want a free alternative, MailChimp is a 
popular option. 
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MailerLite - MailerLite is another free alternative for your 
email needs. 

PAGE BUILDERS 

Elementor - Elementor is a great drag and drop page builder 
for Wordpress. It’s endlessly customizable and it’s easy to use. 

Divi - Divi is another drag and drop page builder. Also 
customizablele, also easy to use. 

Visual Composer - Visual Composer is a popular page builder 
that can be used in conjunction with lots of themes. 

OptimizePress - OptimizePress is a great page builder for 
building sales pages. I use it for course sales pages. 

WORDPRESS THEMES 

Bluchic - Bluchic has great feminine Wordpress themes. I use 
one myself. 

A Prettier Web - A Prettier web has feminine Wordpress 
themes specifically made for infopreneurs. 

Hello You Designs - Hello You Designs has feminine themes 
made using the Genesis framework. 
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StudioPress - StudioPress is a great source for themes made 
with the Genesis framework. 

Station Seven - Station Seven has gorgeous minimalist 
Wordpress theme and Squarespace templates. 

Restored 316 - Restored 316 has great feminine Wordpress 
themes. 

Superfly - Superfly makes great child themes for the Divi 
theme. 

Creative Market - Creative Market has a huge variety of 
themes (among other things). 

WORDPRESS PLUGINS 

Social Warfare - Social Warfare is a fantastic social sharing 
plugin that allows you to put share buttons in multiple places 
on your blog. It also allows you to set the pin and the pin 
description that will go on Pinterest when someone hits the 
pin button. 

Essential Grid - Essential Grid is a grid plugin that allows you 
to create gorgeous photo grids. You can use it for a lot of 
different things, but I use it to create my Resource Library. 

Envira Gallery - Envira Gallery is a great gallery plugin for 
displaying your images. 
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Yoast - Yoast is the best SEO plugin. It does stuff on the 
backend, and shows you how to fix your posts as you’re writing 
them to improve SEO. 

Backup - Backup does what it sounds like. It backs up your 
blog. Not exciting, but you don’t want to be caught without it. 

Akismet - Akismet is an anti-spam plugin that blocks those 
spammy comments from coming through. 

Contact Form 7 - Contact Form 7 creates a nice form for your 
contact page. 

EWWW Image Optimizer - EWWW compresses your images to 
make your blog run faster. 

Max Buttons Pro - Max Buttons Pro gives you awesome 
buttons to put anywhere you’d like on your blog. 

Shortcodes Ultimate - Shortcodes Ultimate adds a ton of 
great shortcodes that you can use in your posts. 

Supreme Shortcodes - Supreme Shortcodes adds even more 
great shortcodes for your posts. 

Google XML Sitemaps - Google XML Sitemamps submits 
sitemaps to Google automatically, which helps your SEO. 
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Google Analytics by Monster Insights - Google Analytics by 
Monster Insights hooks Google Analytics up with your blog so 
that GA can track what’s going on. 

Pretty Links - Pretty Links organizes your affiliate links and 
turns them into branded short links. So my Pretty Links 
affiliate links isn’t long and unwieldy anymore, it’s just 
blogsbybecca.com/pretty-links. 

Redirection - Redirection allows you to redirect pages, which 
can be helpful if you’re changing URLs for whatever reason. 

Broken Link Checker - Broken Link Checker checks your blog 
for any broken link and allows you to fix them. 

Thirsty Affiliates - Thirsty Affiliates is another affiliate link 
plugin. 

WP Insert Code - WP Insert Code allows you to easily insert 
code in the header or footer of your blog. 

CSS Hero - CSS Hero let’s you change CSS without really 
knowing all that much about CSS. You can click on the element 
that you want to change, and you’ll get a ton of options. 

Instagram WP - Instagram WP is an Instagram widget so that 
you can show your feed on your blog. 
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Pinterest Widget - Pinterest Widget will display your Pinterest 
feed on your blog. 

Jetpack - Jetpack adds a set of features to your blog like photo 
optimization, related posts, and more. 
 
Simple Social Icons - Simple Social Icons adds follow buttons 
to your sidebar or footer. 

Image Widget - Image Widget is what it sounds like. It allows 
you to add an image in your sidebar or footer or any other 
widget area. 

OPT-INS 

Leadpages - Leadpages is a fantastic landing page and pop-up 
builder. It has tons of templates that are conversion-tested to 
create landing pages. And it allows you to deliver content 
upgrades via buttons inserted into your blog posts that 
produce pop-ups when clicked. I love it. 

Hello Bar - Hello Bar is a notification bar at the top of your 
screen. You can customize it, and it looks great. 

Milo Tree - Milo Tree gives you a popup in the righthand 
corner that asks people to follow you on Pinterest or 
Instagram, or to sign up for your email list. 
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OptinMonster - OptinMonster provides lots of customizable 
opt-in options. It’s got welcome mats, notification bars, sidebar 
opt-ins, pop-ups, and more. 

Convert Plug - Convert Plug is another opt-in provider with 
lots of customizable options. 
 
Interact Quiz Builder - Interact Quiz Builder allows you to 
create a quiz for your audience. They’ll give their email address 
in order to get the results of the quiz. 

GRAPHIC DESIGN TOOLS 

Canva - Canva is my favorite graphic design tool. It’s free and 
easy to use. I make most of my graphics with it. 

PicMonkey - PicMonkey is another graphic design tool with 
some more options that Canva doesn’t have. 

Snappa - Snappa is another graphic design tool with 
templates that are easy to use. 

Stencil - Stencil is another graphic design tool with templates 
that are easy to use. 
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PHOTO EDITING APPS 

A Color Story - A Color Story is a photo editing app with tons 
of amazing filters. 

VSCO - VSCO has lots of tools and amazing filters. 

Afterlight - Afterlight has more tools and filters. 

Over - Over allows you to create graphics with text overlays. 

Word Swag - Word Swag allows you to create graphics with 
text overlays. 

Facetune 2 - Facetune 2 is great for editing photos with faces. 

Snapseed - Snapseed is great for very detailed photo editing. 

Layout - Layout is a collage maker for Instagram. 

Boomerang - Boomerang makes 4 second GIFs for Instagram. 

Storeo - Storeo will break up your videos into 15 second 
blocks for Instagram Stories. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA SCHEDULERS AND 
ANALYTICS 

Planoly - Planoly is an Instagram planning and scheduling 
tool. It allows you to see your photos in a grid before you post 
them, so you can plan out a cohesive grid. 

BoardBooster - BoardBooster is a Pinterest scheduling tool so 
you can automate your account. 

Tailwind - Tailwind is another Pinterest scheduling tool to 
automate your account. 

Iconosquare - Iconosquare is an Instagram analytics app. It 
gives you numbers on all kinds of things like engagement and 
followers. 
 
Meet Edgar - Edgar is a scheduling tool for Facebook and 
Twitter. It recycles your old content on a loop, so you never 
run out of tweets. 

Coschedule - Coschedule is another scheduling tool for 
Facebook and Twitter. 

SmarterQueue - SmarterQueue is another scheduling tool for 
Facebook and Twitter. 

Buffer - Buffer is a free social media automation tool. 
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Hashtagger - Hashtagger is an app that allows you to find new 
hashtags for Instagram. 

WEBINARS 

Webinar Jam - Webinar Jam is a webinar platform with tons of 
features. 

EverWebinar - Ever Webinar allows you to set up automated 
webinars that are available on demand. 

Zoom - Zoom is a webinar tool that can also be used for calls. 

Chatango - Chatango is a chat box that can be embedded into 
a webinar page. 

ATR 2100 microphone - The ATR 2100 is a great microphone 
for recording your videos. 

Blue Yeti microphone - The Blue Yeti is another great 
microphone. 

Logitech C920 webcam - The Logitech C920 is a great 
webcam. 

E Camm Live - E Camm Live allows you to do Facebook lives 
from your laptop, and has cool features like screensharing. 
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ONLINE COURSE CREATION 

Teachable - Teachable is an all-in-one course creation tool that 
includes sales and checkout pages, along with hosting for all 
your course materials. 

Thinkific - Thinkific is another all-in-one course creation tool. 

Kajabi - Kajabi is another course creation tool. 

Samcart - Samcart allows you create custom checkout pages 
for your digital products. 

Deadline Funnel - Deadline Funnel has countdown timers for 
sales pages and emails. You can also use it to create evergreen 
funnels. 

Motion Mail - Motion Mail has free countdown timers for 
email. 
Apple Pages - Apple Pages is a great tool for creating 
workbooks and resources for your course. This guide is made 
with Apple Pages. 

Keynote - Keynote is a great tool to create slides for your 
course or webinar. 

Screenflow - Screenflow is a screen recording software. 
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Proof - Proof pops up with messages saying that “Joe bought 
this course one hour ago.” It prompts people viewing your 
sales page to buy. 

ORGANIZATION 

Google Drive - Google Drive is the perfect tool for storing your 
document online. 

Asana - Asana is great for task management. Create task lists 
or boards. It’s awesome. 

Trello - Trello lets you create boards to organize your projects. 

Powersheets - Powersheets are a goal-setting planner and it’s 
great for getting your goals out on paper in an organized 
fashion. 

Epic Blog Planner - The Epic Blog Planner is great for planning 
out your content. 

Conquer Your Year Planner - Conquer Your Year is a business 
planner perfect for an online business. 

G Suite - G Suite allows you to have email address at your 
domain. 
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BUSINESS TOOLS 

LastPass - LastPass allows you to securely share passwords 
with your VA or other contractor. 

Dubsado - Dubsado is a client system that allows you to send 
invoices, receive payments, set up contracts, and more. 

17 Hats - 17 Hats is another option similar to Dubsado. 

Acuity - Acuity allows you to schedule client meetings. 

Grammarly - Grammarly is a spellcheck/typo-corrector. It has 
a Chrome extension so it can correct all of your online writing. 
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